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Minutes 

Meeting Title: Reserve Capacity Mechanism Review Working Group (RCMRWG) 

Date: 14 July 2022 

Time: 9:30am – 11:30am 

Location: Microsoft TEAMS 

 

Attendees Company Comment 

Dora Guzeleva Chair From 9:45am 

Rhiannon Bedola Synergy  

Manus Higgins AEMO  

Toby Price AEMO  

Jacinda Papps Alinta Energy  

Peter Huxtable Water Corporation  

Paul Arias Bluewaters Power  

Mark McKinnon Western Power From 10:15am 

Patrick Peake Perth Energy  

Matt Shahnazari Economic Regulation Authority  

Richard Cheng Economic Regulation Authority  

Noel Schubert Small-Use Consumer representative  

Andrew Stevens Consultant  

Rebecca White Collgar Wind Farm  

Wendy Ng Shell Energy  

Richard Bowmaker Robinson Bowmaker Paul (RBP)  

Ajith Sreenivasan RBP  

Tim Robinson RBP  

Stephen Eliot Energy Policy WA (EPWA)  

Laura Koziol EPWA  

Shelley Worthington EPWA  

 

Apologies From Comment 

Dev Tayal Tesla Energy  

Andrew Walker South32 (Worsley Alumina)  
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Apologies From Comment 

Dale Waterson Merredin Energy  

 

Item Subject Action 

1 Welcome 

Ms Koziol opened the meeting at 9:30am. 

 

2 Meeting Apologies/Attendance 

Ms Koziol noted the attendance as listed above. 

 

3 Minutes of RCMRWG meeting 2022_06_16 

Draft minutes of the RCMRWG meeting held on 16 June 2022 were 

distributed on 7 July 2022. The RCMRWG accepted the minutes as a 

true and accurate record of the meeting. 

Mr Shahnazari noted that the RCMRWG seemed to form a view at its 

meeting on 7 July 2022 that the Reserve Margin is to account for the 

largest contingency on the system. Mr Shahnazari expressed the view 

that this might lead to double counting and that the Reserve Margin is 

instead intended to account for uncertainty in forecasting 10% POE of 

peak demand. 

 

 Action: RCMRWG Secretariat to publish the minutes of the 

16 June 2022 RCMRWG meeting on the RCMRWG web page as 

final. 

RCMRWG 

Secretariat 

4 Action Items 

The paper was taken as read. 

 

 The slides for agenda items 5 to 9 are available on the webpage for the 

RCM Review (https://www.wa.gov.au/government/document-

collections/reserve-capacity-mechanism-review-working-group). 

 

5 Project Timeline 

Mr Robinson presented the timeline and noted that an additional 

RCRMRWG meeting was scheduled for 21 July 2022 to discuss CRC 

allocation and that the next step is publication of the consultation paper. 

 

6 BRCP for the Peak Capacity Product 

Mr Robinson led discussion on the Benchmark Reserve Capacity Price 

(BRCP) for the peak capacity product (slides 7 to 12). The following 

issues were discussed: 

 Mr Robinson recapped how the current BRCP is set and asked 

whether the assumptions for this calculation still hold. 

 Mr Robinson suggested that the WEM Rules should provide 

guidance on setting the BRCP and that details can be left to a WEM 

Procedure. 

 Mr Robinson noted that we need to make sure that revenue 

streams are available so that the most efficient marginal new entry 

facility can recover its efficient short run costs in the energy and 

 

https://www.wa.gov.au/government/document-collections/reserve-capacity-mechanism-review-working-group
https://www.wa.gov.au/government/document-collections/reserve-capacity-mechanism-review-working-group
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Essential System Services (ESS) markets and efficient capital costs 

from the Capacity Mechanism. 

 Ms Bedola asked how we can ensure that an efficient marginal 

energy provider can recover its fixed costs. 

o Mr Robinson noted that any facility that has lower short-run 

costs than the marginal energy provider will recover some fixed 

costs from the energy and ESS markets, and that we are 

seeing investment in renewables even though they have higher 

capital costs than a 160 MW OCGT – they do not recover all of 

their capital costs from the Capacity Mechanism and recover 

some through the energy and ESS markets. 

o Ms Guzeleva noted that renewables also currently get a 

subsidy. 

o Ms Bedola asked about mid-merit plants. Mr Robinson 

suggested that the question is how mid-merit units will cover 

their fixed costs in 10 years’ time, when the peakers that are 

currently marginal are no longer providing infra-marginal rents. 

Mr Robinson suggested that we should not write rules to 

guarantee that existing plants, which have been in place for 

some time, can recover their fixed costs. 

o Ms Guzeleva noted that these units will be needed in the ESS 

market between now and 2030, when longer duration storage 

comes on, and that the economic modelling will consider this in 

the medium term. 

o Mr Robinson confirmed that the economic modelling will look at 

whether there are cases where a plant will exit the market or a 

new entrant of the type we need cannot enter the market 

because it cannot recover its fixed costs from capacity and 

energy revenue. 

 Ms White suggested that we cannot create a market where a 

generator can only recover its costs if it participates in the ESS 

market, this would be contrary to the concept of recovering capital 

costs from the RCM and operating costs from the real time markets. 

o Ms Guzeleva indicated that ESS is a real time market and that 

it is expected that the market will shift away from energy to ESS 

for devices that are capable of providing ESS. 

o Ms White suggested that each real time market needs to be 

considered individually – if you are operating in the energy 

market, you should be able to recover your variable costs from 

that energy market and should not have to also participate in 

another real time market to cover variable costs. 

o Mr Stevens asked if the energy market price caps would be 

made higher if the BRCP is lowered. 

 Mr Robinson clarified that energy price caps in the WEM 

are set low to reflect the existence of the RCM, but are 
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higher in the NEM, so that participants will sometimes 

recover more than their short-run costs, even if they are 

marginal. We need to be aware of the energy price caps 

when thinking about how facilities can recover various 

categories of cost. 

 Mr Stevens pointed out that investment decisions are 

based on whether a facility can recover its capex against 

the 160 MW OCGT baseline and what can be recovered in 

the energy market – there is a relationship between the 

BRCP and energy price caps and we would ruin the market 

if the capacity price is set extremely low and the energy 

price caps do not move to let in participants. 

Slides 10 and 11 were used to discuss the reference technology for the 

BRCP (note: the slides that were presented were updated from those 

that were distributed to the RCMRWG and the updated slides are now 

published on the RCMRWG webpage). 

 Mr Robinson presented the expected capital costs ($/kW) for 

various types of technology based on the central and high VRE 

scenarios from the CSIRO generation cost report. 

o In the central VRE central scenario, the cost for a four hour 

battery is already lower than a small OCGT but it will be higher 

than for a large OCGT for some time. 

o In the high VRE scenario, the cost of a four hour battery is 

below even than the large OCGT in 2024, and an eight hour 

battery will be below the cost of a large OCGT by 2030. 

o This indicates that batteries are competitive against small 

OCGTs but it will be some time before they are competitive 

against large OCGTs. 

 Mr Robinson indicated that consideration needs to be given to 

whether an OCGT could credibly be built in the SWIS in the next 

5-10 years, noting that none are currently being considered and 

considering both cost and other aspects, like Government policy 

(recognizing that Government policy does not prevent building 

OCGTs). 

 Mr Robinson noted that a 4 hour battery will currently meet the 

needs of the SWIS, but we will need 8 hour storage by the 2030s 

and 16 hours by 2050 to cover the duration gap. 

o Mr Robinson showed a comparison of the costs over time for 

small and large OCGTs and for 4, 8 and 16 hour batteries, 

based on CSIRO data. Mr Robinson indicated that, as the type 

of battery required in the SWIS shifts over time, the cost of 

batteries may be above or below the cost of a small OCGT, but 

will likely be higher than the cost of a large OCGT. 

o Mr Robinson indicated that the WEM Rules do not provide 

guidance on how to set the BRCP and the proposal is to 

specify that the BRCP should represent the per MW capex cost 
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of the new entrant technology with the lowest expected capital, 

and that the ERA’s regular BRCP reviews should determine the 

reference technology. 

o Mr Robinson indicated that choosing a higher cost reference 

technology, while a cheaper technology can be built, would give 

facilities more contribution to their capital costs through the 

capacity mechanism than is needed. 

o Ms White indicated that the Minister has alluded to Synergy 

needing to build another gas turbine given the coal plant 

retirements. Ms Guzeleva indicated that the Minister’s 

statement was that Synergy would not build more gas turbines. 

o In response to a question from Mr Schubert, Mr Robinson 

indicated that pumped hydro unit costs are higher than 

batteries. 

o Mrs Papps indicated that the current BRCP methodology 

assumes a 160 MW liquid fueled OCGT and asked if this is still 

the assumption. 

 Mr Robinson indicated that a big OCGT would need to be 

300 MW or more achieve the lower capital costs. 

 Mr Robinson asked for feedback on whether it was likely 

that a liquid fueled OCGT was feasible in WA. 

 Ms Guzeleva indicated that a consultation paper on the 

market power mitigation review will be published by the 

end of July 2022 that will propose a single energy cap that 

will cover the highest marginal cost in the market, which is 

currently diesel based. 

 Mr Shahnazari noted that it will be important to consider revenues 

from participation in other parts of the market when setting the 

BRCP. 

 In response to a question from Ms White, Mr Robinson indicated 

that we will need two BRCPs – one for the peak capacity product 

and one for the flexibility capacity product, and the same 

considerations will apply to setting the two BRCPs. 

 Mr Higgins asked for stakeholder feedback on whether they are 

experiencing difficulties in securing liquid fuel contracts that can 

meet the 14 hour fuel requirement for small units? Mrs Papps 

indicated that she could respond on this separately. 

 Regarding use of gross or net cost of new entry (CONE) in 

determining the BRCP, Mr Robinson noted that: 

o the intent is to set the energy price cap so that the highest cost 

facility in the fleet can recover its short-run costs in the energy 

market but would not get a contribution to its capital costs; 

o if an OCGT is the marginal new entrant and is the most 

expensive provider of energy, then we can rely on gross CONE 

to set the BRCP; but 
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o if the marginal provider of capacity no longer has the highest 

short-run costs in the fleet, then that facility will start getting an 

additional contribution to its long-run costs from the energy 

market. 

 Mr Robinson proposed that: 

o to simplify the calculations, the rules should specify that the 

BRCP should be based on gross CONE, so long the marginal 

capacity provider is also the highest cost energy provider; but 

o otherwise the rules should prescribe the use net CONE. 

So we would need to start using net CONE to set the BRCP if 

batteries become the marginal technology. 

 Ms Guzeleva pointed out that, apart from the highest short-run 

marginal cost (SRMC) facility, as longs as the price cap is high 

enough for a facility to recover its SRMC, then it will get a 

contribution to its capital costs when it runs, in which case there 

should be no concerns on viability of the facility. Ms Guzeleva noted 

that the Market Power Mitigation Review proposal is to have a 

single energy price cap based on diesel generators. 

 Mrs Papps indicated that it will be difficult to move to a net CONE 

approach because it is difficult to reconcile the assumed net energy 

market revenue due to the peakiness in the SWIS and asked how 

we can deal with this. 

o Mr Robinson agreed that using net CONE will increase the 

complexity of setting the BRCP and add forecasting error from 

the need to forecast energy revenue, but indicated that other 

jurisdictions have managed to deal with this, and advised that 

we would overcompensate facilities and distort market signals if 

we do not use net CONE. 

o Mrs Papps sought clarity that, when the five yearly review is 

considering gross versus net CONE, it should also consider the 

energy price caps to make sure that they are high enough as 

we approach scarcity. 

o Mr Robinson suggested that the principle of setting the energy 

price cap to cover the short-run cost of the most expensive 

facility can stand regardless of the reference technology that 

sets the BRCP. 

 Ms Bedola asked about existing diesel facilities that provide the 

reserve margin and do not run – if the BRCP is reduced to net 

CONE for a battery, then how can they cover their fixed costs 

o Ms Guzeleva indicated that these facilities will make their 

investment decision based on the 160 MW OCGT BRCP and 

that the energy price cap would let them cover their operating 

costs based on diesel fuel. 

o Mr Robinson pointed out that the use of the facility will be 

addressed in determining the net CONE – the net CONE for a 
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facility would not be much different from its gross CONE if it is 

not used much. This is why the net CONE calculation is more 

complex. 

o Mr Stevens pointed out the potential for distortion if someone 

introduces a very expensive SRMC facility and forces the 

market to lift the price cap to allow for that unit. 

 Ms Guzeleva indicated that there should be other 

measures in the rules to protect against this. 

 Mr Robinson pointed out that a new entrant facility will not 

recover its full capital costs if it has higher capital costs 

than the marginal capacity and its SRMC is at the price 

cap. A company may do this to increase earnings for the 

rest of its portfolio, but this is where other market power 

mitigation measures come into play. 

 Mr Guzeleva pointed out that the energy price cap is a 

customer protection measure and is not intended for 

facilities to bid at the cap. 

 Mr Stevens and Mr Huxtable raised a concern that a high 

SRMC facility may be built for non-commercial (green) 

purposes, which may distort setting the energy price cap. 

Ms Guzeleva acknowledged this and suggested that a 

submission could be made to the market power mitigation 

consultation paper to address this matter. 

7 BRCP for the Flexible Capacity Product 

Mr Robinson led the discussion on the BRCP for the flexible capacity 

product (slides 13 to 16). 

 Mr Robinson indicated that: 

o OCGTs and batteries are likely to be able to be provide the 

flexible capacity product, and facilities would be 

overcompensated if we set the BRCP for the flexible capacity 

product higher than the capital cost of the cheapest unit. 

o There may be additional costs for providing the flexibility 

product, so there may be some differences between the 

reference technology for peak and flexibility products. 

o The plan is for a future system with no gas-fired facilities, so it 

could be argued that such plants should be made ineligible for 

the flexibility capacity, but this is not proposed because there is 

no policy for the RCM to incentivize low-emissions generation 

at this stage. 

o The proposal is to set the BRCP for the flexibility capacity 

product using the same principles as for the peak capacity 

product, but accounting for any additional technology 

investment needed for facilities to provide the flexible service. 

 Ms Bedola indicated that excluding gas would need to be a 

government policy decision. Ms Guzeleva agreed. 
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 Ms Bedola indicated that flexible capacity might be limited by 

Network Access Quantities (NAQ) and Mr Cheng agreed that 

guidance on NAQs would be useful. 

o Mr Robinson noted that limited NAQ indicates issues with 

transmission investment and the RCM is not going to be able to 

solve the problem if a battery cannot be built anywhere on the 

network and get NAQs. 

o Ms Bedola suggested that a battery could be built in a place 

with network congestion, like Muja, because network capacity 

will become available in the future with the coal retirements, in 

which case the battery would not get NAQs for a period but 

would be dispatched before a constrained coal plant. 

o Ms Guzeleva indicated that a problem emerges if a 160 MW 

turbine cannot be located anywhere on the system – this 

becomes a barrier to that technology, so NAQs need to be 

considered. 

 Mr Peake noted that a flexible gas turbine is likely to be aero 

derivative, which is likely to be smaller and have higher capital 

costs. Mr Robinson agreed that we need to understand what the 

flexibility product is and what the lowest capital cost would be for a 

facility that can provide the service. 

Mr Robinson led a discussion about the interaction between the peak and 

flexible capacity products. 

 Mr Robinson indicated that a facility that provides both peak and 

flexible capacity will need to be compensated to recover the capital 

costs for whichever service is more expensive to build. 

 The proposal is to set the capacity price as follows: 

o a facility that provides only the peak capacity product will get 

the peak capacity price; 

o a facility that provides only the flexibility capacity product with 

get paid the flexibility capacity price; and 

o a facility that provides both products will receive the higher of 

the peak or flexibility capacity price for providing both products. 

 Mr Price asked, if a facility is providing both products but provides 

more peak capacity than flexibility capacity, and the price is higher 

for the flexibility product, would they be paid the higher flexibility 

price for the peak capacity? 

o Ms Guzeleva indicated that a tie breaking order would be 

included in the rules. 

o Mr Stevens asked, if we have a 200 MW facility that has 

180 MW of peaking capacity and 20 MW of flexible capacity, 

and the flexible capacity price is higher, do we pay all 200 MW 

at the higher price? 

o Mr Robinson indicated that this was not the case – the example 

provided in the slides assumed the facility provides the same 
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number of MW of each product. The pricing would need to 

account for any differential in the MW quantity of each product. 

 Mr Shahnazari asked if we will have one marginal price for peak 

capacity and another for flexible capacity. 

o Mr Robinson indicated that we will have a benchmark price for 

each product and a reference price for each product, and that 

the rules already provide for different prices for different 

facilities. 

o Mr Shahnazari indicated that a market will drive a single 

marginal price for each product and that infra-marginal rents 

will drive innovation and efficiency in the market, and 

suggested that the proposal will deviate from market-based 

procurement if we have different marginal prices. 

o Mr Robinson indicated that the RCM is an administered 

mechanism and Mr Shahnazari suggested that the 

administered mechanism should emulate competitive 

outcomes. 

o Mr Robinson indicated that there will be two price curves – one 

for each product, so each product will have a marginal price for 

capacity, and the problem we are trying to address is what to 

pay a facility that uses the same capacity to provide both 

products. For example, a 160 MW OCGT that provides 

160 MW of peak capacity and 160 MW of flexible capacity 

should not be paid the 160 MW times the peak capacity price 

plus 160 MW times the flexible capacity price. 

o Mr Shahnazari agreed and clarified that his point is that there 

should be a single price in each market. For example, if we 

were in a situation where we have lots of peak capacity but 

need lots of flexible capacity, then the price for the peak 

capacity should be low and the price for flexible capacity should 

be high. If we differentiate the price for generators we will 

deviate from emulating the outcomes of competitive market. 

o Mr Robinson suggested that, in this situation, a facility that 

provided both peaking and flexibility capacity should be paid 

more than a facility that only provides peak capacity. 

 In response to a question from Ms Papps, Mr Robinson confirmed 

that the proposal is to have: 

o different demand curves for each product, but with the same 

shape; 

o a different target for each product; and 

o a different BRCP for each product, likely higher for the flexibility 

product. 

 Ms Papps asked how the Individual Reserve Capacity 

Requirements (IRCR) will work and who will pay for the flexible 

capacity. Mr Robinson indicated that: 
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o we have a method to allocate the peak capacity product to 

participants – IRCR – and this will be considered in the next 

stage of the review; 

o the way to allocate liability for the flexibility capacity product will 

also be considered in the next stage of the review; and 

o we may want to allocate liability for the flexibility product using 

IRCR – this would be simple but may not be fair – or we may 

want to allocate it based on consumers’ contribution to the 

speed of the ramp. 

 Ms Bedola asked if a facility would only be accredited for the 

flexibility product after its mingen – for example, if a 160 MW OCGT 

had a 60 MW mingen, would its flexible capacity be 160 MW or 

100 MW. 

o Mr Robinson indicated that more work needs to be done on 

what counts to contributing to the flexible capacity product and 

Ms Guzeleva indicated that an incentive is needed to avoid 

facilities with a high mingen. 

 Ms White asked how it will be determined that a facility is flexible – 

would ESS accreditation be required or would fast ramping 

capability be sufficient, such as for a curtailed renewable facility. 

o Ms Guzeleva indicated that we are only looking at ramping 

capability, you would not need to be accredited for any 

particular ESS at the time of your RCM certification. 

Mr Robinson indicated that the criteria for qualification as 

flexible capacity and for ESS accreditation may be similar or 

the same, but the two would not be linked. 

o Mr Robinson indicated that the initial position was that curtailed 

renewables would not be able to participate, but feedback from 

the MAC was that curtailed renewables are the first facilities 

that you want to provide a flexible service. Mr Robinson 

indicated that such participation would be limited by the level of 

certainty that there is availability of such facilities, and 

Ms Guzeleva indicated that a determination still needs to be 

made on the obligations on facilities that are accredited for the 

flexibility product. 

8 Covering the Duration Gap 

Mr Robinson led the discussion on covering the duration gap (slides 17 

to 22). 

 Mr Robinson indicated that the duration gap is currently about 

4 hours, it will be 8 hours by the mid-2030s, and likely 16 hours by 

2050. 

 Mr Robinson indicated that the proposal is: 

o for three capability Classes: 

1. unrestricted firm capacity; 
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2. restricted firm capacity; 

3. non-firm capacity (intermittent generators); 

o availability obligations will be placed on Classes 1 and 2, but 

not Class 3; 

o intermittent facilities would be allocated significantly lower 

CRCs (to be discussed on 21 July 2022); and 

o when there is a capacity shortfall and we are choosing between 

proposed facilities, facilities in Class 1 will be preferred over 

Class 2, and Class 2 over Class 3. 

 Mr Robinson provided a graphical explanation of the duration gap. 

 Mr Robinson indicated that the RCM needs to provide a signal on 

the length of the duration gap and an incentive to address it. 

 Mr Robinson acknowledged advice from some RCMRWG members 

of the need for investment certainty and the concerns with the idea 

that the storage availability hours might change for facilities that had 

been built to particular standards. 

 Mr Robinson provided a strawman on how to deal with this: 

o AEMO is to publish an availability duration target in the 

Electricity Statement of Opportunities (ESOO); 

o The availability duration target is to be the length of time that 

needs to be filled, on top of the Class 1 facilities, based on: 

 the forecast 10% POE load shape (consistent with the 

peak that we are planning for); 

 existing and committed Class 1 capacity is fully available; 

 existing and committed Class 2 facilities are available per 

some ‘transitional arrangements’; and 

 existing and committed Class 3 facilities’ output is as per 

their CRC. 

This will allow AEMO to work out a duration that needs to be 

covered by new facilities and Class 2 facilities will be assessed 

for CRC based on this availability duration. 

The ‘transitional arrangements’ for Class 2 facilities will be that 

the facility will be assessed: 

 for 5 years after commissioning, based on the availability 

duration at the time the facility was built; and 

 then based on the availability duration at the time. 

 In response to a question from Mr Peake, Mr Robinson indicated 

that there will still be a single reserve capacity target and that 

Capability Classes will work in a similar way to how availability 

Classes currently work. 

 Ms Bedola asked if gas facilities will be allowed to opt for a lower 

duration availability – such as 8 hours instead of 14 hours. 
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o Ms Guzeleva indicated that this is correct but that we need to 

be careful in the short- to medium-term to avoid a situation like 

in the eastern states, where a facility can opt out for a period 

and there is insufficient capacity to cover the peak. 

o Mr Robinson indicated that this is one way to deal with fuel 

duration so the facility owner can choose to have less fuel 

storage or shorter daily gas supply, but then it will get fewer 

Capacity Credits. 

 In response to a question from Ms White, Ms Guzeleva indicated 

that these arrangements will affect the electricity storage obligation 

intervals (ESROI). Mr Robinson indicated that batteries built further 

in the future would have longer durations. 

 Mr Schubert suggested that we will not need all storage to be 

available for the extended duration unless the peak duration is 

virtually flat. 

 Ms White asked if AEMO will set the ESROI on a more granular 

basis (e.g. at an Availability Class or facility level) and for facilities 

that enter based on four hours will have that 4 hour period 

grandfathered. Ms Guzeleva indicated that this is correct and that 

the grandfathering would be for a 5-year period. 

 Mr Stevens suggested that metrics around solar irradiance gaps in 

terms of MW hours will be interesting, if not absolutely critical, even 

in the near future. This should be a key metric for the ESOO and, if 

the modelling is robust, will be enlightening in relation how realistic 

it will be to procure sufficient energy storage. 

 Mr Shahnazari suggested that the question is whether we pass the 

investment risk to consumers by setting the ESROI at, for example, 

4-5 hours for the batteries that are currently entering the market, or 

should we leave it open, for example, by applying the Effective 

Load Carrying Capability (ELCC) method to battery storage to 

signal to the market that the capacity value will change as system 

stress events happen for longer periods. 

o Mr Robinson agreed that ELCC would account for the effect of 

different types of events on batteries, but we will need a way to 

account for duration if ELCC is only used for intermittent 

facilities. 

 Ms Ng asked for clarification that the 14-hour fuel requirement is the 

requirement for Class 1 facilities. 

o Mr Robinson indicated that Class 1 facilities will need to 

demonstrate that they can be available all of the time but there 

may be different ways to demonstrate this – maybe the 14 hour 

fuel requirement should be retained. 

o Ms Guzeleva indicated that a decision has not been made on 

whether a facility’s availability duration impacts its Capacity 
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Credits, or somehow links to the capacity price – further 

discussion is required. 

 Ms White asked if 5-year grandfathering for batteries is long 

enough. Ms Guzeleva indicated that batteries have a life of about 

3,500 cycles, which is 10 years at 1 cycle/day, so a 5-year 

grandfathering period was selected to provide for more than one 

cycle per day. 

 Ms White asked if ‘existing or committed’ Class 2 facilities means 

facilities that are already developed and committed, or others that 

are committed in the medium term before the longer duration is 

needed. 

o Mr Robinson indicated that the intent is that this will apply to 

batteries that are committed at the time that the ESOO is done. 

As an example, Ms Guzeleva indicated that, if you commit to a 

battery with an 8-hour duration, you will continue to get the 

arrangements for an 8-hour duration for 5 years from the 

commissioning date. 

o Ms Bedola asked for confirmation that it is 5-years 

grandfathering period from commissioning, but the hours are 

locked in 2 years prior, at ESOO, when you apply for CRC. 

Ms Guzeleva indicated that the AEMO makes the projection 

3 years in advance, but that the 5-year grandfathering period 

commences after the facility is commissioned. 

 Mr Peake suggested that, if batteries are to be written down over 

5 years, then they will have a very high effective capital cost. 

o Mr Robinson suggested that this would be an extreme 

approach – it would not be correct to assume that a battery 

would get no Capacity Credits after the 5-year period. 

Ms Guzeleva suggested that, in considering the length of the 

grandfathering period, there is a tradeoff between benefits to 

facility owners vs shifting risk to customers. 

o Mr Peake noted that, if a battery can last 3,500 cycles, and this 

will be done in 5 years, then the battery will require a much 

higher rate of return to cover the capital costs. 

o Mr Robinson indicated that different facilities have different 

investment models and we need to strike a balance that 

provides enough investment certainty to make facilities 

bankable but also leaves enough flexibility so that consumers 

only pay for what they need. The arrangements need to be 

technology neutral. 

o Ms Bedola agreed with Mr Peake and asked if the BRCP 

should allow capex to be recovered over 5 years. Ms Guzeleva 

indicated that the guarantee is for a 5-year fixed price and that 

facilities can continue to get Capacity Credits and be paid after 

that for as long as they can operate. 
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o Ms White indicated that she understands why this is being 

proposed from a policy perspective but that investment 

certainty needs more consideration, and that this arrangement 

would make batteries only attractive to the likes of Synergy. 

o Ms Guzeleva clarified that batteries would get a guaranteed 

capacity price for 5 years and then would get the market prices 

for as long as the battery can perform at the level it is 

committed to. 

o Mr Higgins noted that this is similar to the current fixed price 

arrangements where facilities can opt for a 5-year fixed price 

that reverts to a floating price after 5 years. Ms Guzeleva 

agreed and indicated that the rules for batteries may be drafted 

so the facility owner can choose a 5-years fixed priced or select 

a floating price. 

o Ms White sought clarity that a battery with a 4 hour interval 

could continue with a 4 hour interval after the 5 year price 

arrangement, but its price could be lower if the Class requires 

an 8 hour interval, not that the 4 hour battery would be required 

to be available for 8 hours. Mr Robinson indicated that the initial 

position is that CRC would be assessed on the basis of 8 hour 

availability. 

o Ms Guzeleva indicated that EPWA would appreciate feedback 

on whether 5-years is sufficient, but any views need to provide 

facts about what different technologies can provide, because 

the RCM is not just about revenue certainty, it is also about 

providing incentives for market entry for facilities that can meet 

consumers’ needs. 

o Mr Peake indicated that there is a real conflict between the 

consumers wanting reliability and lower prices, and that they 

cannot have both. 

 Mr Robinson noted that there should be an efficient 

tradeoff between the reliability and price. 

 Ms Guzeleva agreed that generators need certainty for a 

period, but that consumer should not be paying for a long 

period for something that actually does not provide the 

needed benefits – we need the right balance. 

 Mr Stevens suggested that the 14-hour fuel requirement needs to 

be revisited because we do not have a 14-hour peak – instead we 

have 2 peaks, roughly 5:00 to 9:00 am and 5:00 to 8:00 pm, and 

this should from the basis of the fuel requirements for Classes 1 

and 2. This may be a semi-dynamic calculation, particularly for 

Class 2, because things like EVs will change the peak demand 

profiles. 

o Ms Guzeleva agreed that the rules need to set the principles for 

AEMO to determine the duration rather than specify the 
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duration, and that AEMO should make the determination in 

year 1 of each capacity cycle. 

 Ms Bedola suggested that it sounds like the ESROI decision 

assumes a 5 year life but the BRCP assumes longer life. When a 

battery becomes the marginal unit for capacity, the BRCP should be 

based on a reasonable expectation of the life of the batteries, so 5 

years for capex recovery. 

o Mr Robinson agreed that, when a battery becomes the 

marginal unit, the BRCP should be based on reasonable 

expectation of its life. However, the ESROI and the capital 

recovery period for the BRCP do not have to be the same. For 

example, it would not be in consumers’ interest to guarantee a 

return on investment for a 15 year facility, but such a facility can 

opt for a 5-year fixed price arrangement, after which it returns 

to the floating price – the facility owner makes a commercial 

investment decision based on these settings. 

o Mr Shahnazari indicated that, alternatively, the ELCC method 

could be used for batteries. 

 Mr Stevens indicated that he does not agree that the determination 

of capacity prices must factor in investment uncertainty and 

changes in technology costs. 

o Ms Guzeleva indicated that we have to be technology neutral 

and assume that technology will respond to the incentives 

provided, and the RCMRWG’s job is to come up with the right 

incentives. 

 Mr Schubert indicated that the party that is best able to manage the 

risk should bear the risk to ensure efficient outcomes. 

o Mr Peake suggested that investors have no method to manage 

their risk where the market is dominated by a 

Government-owned entity and the Government has 

interventionist policies. Investors need sufficient protection. 

o Ms Guzeleva indicated that investors have to take some risk. 

o Mr Peake pointed out that the Government has made 

numerous changes to the RCM over the years – taking out the 

transmission deep costs, then going to the capacity versus 

excess capacity price, then the Lantau curve – but we have not 

seen any investment driven by the RCM over the last 10 years. 

Now we are going into an environment where we want to bring 

in a lot of storage and wind, so we need an investment 

environment to bring those on. 

o Ms Guzeleva pointed out that the problem is that we have had 

over capacity for a very long time and that capacity prices 

should go up when capacity is retired over the coming years. 

o Mr Stevens agreed that capacity efficiency is an objective for 

the RCM, but not allowing abnormal rents. 
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o Ms White agreed that there is risk involved in investment, but 

WA is relatively risky market in the sense that the policy and 

the WEM Rules can change rapidly, while investment is lumpy 

and has a much longer duration. The RCM was designed to 

provide investment certainty, amongst other things. 

o Ms Guzeleva indicated that the RCM was not intended to 

provide investment certainty, but to ensure reliability, and that is 

done by making sure that investments can recover their costs 

while keeping energy prices efficient. 

9 Next Steps 

Mr Robinson indicated that there is another RCMRWG meeting on 

21 July 2022 to discuss alternative methods to Effective Load Carrying 

Capability to assign CRC. 

A consultation paper will then be published for comment. 

Mrs Papps asked what resolutions from the RCMRWG meeting would 

be brought to the MAC. Ms Guzeleva indicated that the proposal would 

be outlined in the consultation papers which will be circulated to the 

MAC. 

 

10 General Business 

No general business was discussed. 

 

The meeting closed at 11:30am. 


